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“Scalable learning requires us to challenge our conventional beliefs about learning, beliefs that 
were fostered in much more stable times. If we truly understand the new forms of learning that our 
rapidly changing world requires, we will need to be prepared to re-think all aspects of our 
organizations, including our strategies, operations and the ways we organize our resources.” 
PROMPT: What is scalable learning and why is it important? How can you promote a culture of 
scalable learning on your team?

“Education has been at the center of China’s upheavals for more than a hundred years. 
Throughout most of the nineteenth century, reformers sought to reverse China’s decline by 
adopting elements of Western technology…many Chinese intellectuals now see education as 
among the biggest problems facing the country.” Explore how and why the Waldorf and other 
alternative education philosophies are gaining traction in China.  
PROMPT: How have the histories of China and Chengdu impacted their educational philosophies? How does 
the educational philosophy of an institution impact the mindset + skills of its students?

“Multiage education is not a return to the one-room schoolhouse of yore, in which students of all 
ages learned different subjects in one space. Instead, students from (typically) two grades learn 
together in an environment that, advocates say, encourages cooperation and mentoring while 
allowing struggling students enough time to master material.”  
PROMPT: Who do age divisions serve and benefit? How can multiage classrooms inform workplace hierarchy, 
structure, and learning?

“Superstar American chef Grant Anchatz wants to wow diners with mystery, emotion, and magic 
just as much as he does with flavor and beauty.” Watch to find out how Anchatz listens to the 
world and experiences around him to evolve his cuisine.  
PROMPT: Why are mentorship and collaboration significant in the culinary world? How do chefs cultivate + 
embrace a learning culture in their kitchens?
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